WHICH TITLES DO BOTH PARENTS AND KIDS ENJOY?

WHAT ARE PARENTS DOING WHILE THEIR KIDS ARE PLAYING DIGITAL GAMES?

HOW DOES INVOLVEMENT VARY BASED ON WHETHER PARENT PLAYS DIGITAL GAMES?

Parent does chores while child plays

Parent watches while child plays

Parent explains what’s happening in the game

Parent coaches child on gameplay

HOW DO CONVERSATIONS VARY BASED ON WHETHER PARENT PLAYS DIGITAL GAMES?

Player parents are more likely than non-player parents to talk to their kids about:

- Their child’s performance in a game.
- Why some games are bad.

But parents who play and those who don’t are both just as likely to talk to their kids about:

- The games their child plays away from home.
- Topics related to a digital game that come up elsewhere (e.g., school, movies, TV shows, etc.).

To learn more visit JoanGanzConwayCenter.org